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What’s new in v6.0

Birdie User Guide

•

iOS7 native user interface

•

Integration with Pebble Smart Watches

•

Rounds in the Rounds view are now automatically organized
in „Seasons“

Still runs with old UI on iOS5.1 and iOS6 devices.
See Birdie’s GPS range finder on your Pebble.
→ “Pebble Smartwatch” on page 114

→ “Rounds” on page 31

•

It’s now possible to switch the course variant during a round

•

Added „Water Hazard“ switch in Analytic Rounds

•

New option Count unfinished holes in the Settings tab

•

Additional Match Play options

•

New “Settings” tab

•

„Normal Rounds“ and „Practice Rounds“ are not differentiated anymore

→ “Switching the course variant” on page 100
→ “Landing Area” on page 80

→ “Count unfinished Holes” on page 115
→ “Match Play” on page 115
→ “Settings” on page 114

The „Practice Round“ button was removed. Tapping „Start Round“ always starts a (former known as) „Practice Round“.
→ “Creating a new round” on page 32

•

Birdie 6.0 contains a 64-bit build for iPhone 5s and newer
devices

•

Several smaller bug fixes
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Birdie’s user interface is grouped in several sections or “tabs”.
These tabs are displayed at the lower end of the screen and
you can switch between these tabs by tapping on one of the
icons:

In total, there are 7 tabs. Since the iOS tab bar cannot display
all tabs on one screen, additional tabs are accessible through
the “More” tab.
You can change the layout of the tab bar:
• Tap on “More”
• Tap on the “Edit” button
• Drag & drop the tab icons from the upper part of the
screen to the tab bar at the bottom of the screen.
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The Courses tab displays all imported courses.

Importing Courses

To import courses, tap on the “+” button in the upper right. This
opens the course import view.
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Type the name of a course or a city or a zip code to search for
matching courses (or courses nearby a matching city).
Tapping on the GPS button
in the upper left automatically
searches for nearby courses to your current position.
Either way, Birdie will display a result list with matching courses:

The “eye” icon
means, that course data contains
course map images.
The search results are divided into multiple sections:
Top Hit
This section contains the top hit (by relevance)
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Found Courses
This section contains all hits which match your search request,
either by matching parts in the name or city, or because they
are geographically nearby a matching city.
Nearby Courses
This section is only displayed by GPS searches. It contains all
courses nearby your current location.
Already Imported
This section contains matching courses which are already imported on your device
USHandicap.com
This section is only displayed by textual searches. This section
contains courses found in the course database of USHandicap.
com. Please note, that the course database of
USHandicap.com mainly contains courses in the USA.
If a course is listed in both sections (Found Courses and
USHandicap.com), we strongly recommend to choose the
course from the Found Courses section, since this version is
part of the native Birdie course database. Course data from the
Birdie course database contains much more precise data and
often richer and more detailed data (such as GPS information
and/or course maps).
To import a course, simply tap on a course name in the result
list.
Once a course is imported, you can use this course
also offline (i.e. it’s no problem when your device has no
internet connection on site).
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Reordering Courses

By default, the courses are ordered alphabetically.
You can manually reorder the courses by tapping on the “Edit”
button and then dragging the rows into the desired order.

Deleting Courses

To delete a previously imported course, tap on the “Edit” button. Then tap on the red “minus” button on the left side of the
course. Finally confirm the procedure by tapping onto the
“Delete” button.
You can also delete courses by swiping horizontally over a
course name in the Courses list. Then confirm the deletion by
tapping the “Delete” button.
Deleting a course doesn’t affect already played rounds on
this course!

Updating Courses

Birdie asks you at the second launch, if it’s ok to automatically
look for course updates.
If you answered this question with “YES”, Birdie automatically
checks for new versions of the imported courses during launch
time.
Courses with available updates are marked with the the following icon:
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In addition to that, the total count of available course updates is
also displayed on the “Courses” tab.

To download the new version, tap the respective row to open
the Course Info view. Then tap on “Download now”.

To load all available course updates at once, tap on the “Edit”
button in the Courses list and then on the “Load All Updates”
button at the lower end of the screen.

Course Info

For more information on a course, tap on the course in the
Courses list.
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This view shows detailed information on the selected course:

Courses

This section contains all course variants for the selected course.
These may be partial variants of the course (like “Font 9” or
“Back 9”, combinations of different 9-hole variants (e.g. on a 27hole course) or completely separate courses (like an additional
9-hole Pay & Play course).
To start a new round directly from this view, simply tap on
one of the variant names.
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Tap on the “i” button (blue arrow button on iOS 6 and earlier)
of a course variant to switch to a scorecard of this variant:

By tapping onto the right or left arrow button in the upper right,
you can cycle through additional information of each hole.
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The information view for each hole contains basic data like Par
and HCP rating and distance information for each tee.
The hole information is displayed in several sections. You
can collapse or expand sections by tapping onto the
rrow icon in the section title:

The collapse/expand state is automatically saved when
switching to another hole.
In addition to that there might be extended information like a
hole description or map graphics.
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This extended information might not be available for each
course.
If a course doesn’t contain extended information, you can
add hole descriptions in our online course editor at
http://courseeditor.pleasantsoftware.com. If you have
access to hole map graphics and like to add these
to the course data, please contact us at
support@pleasantsofteware.com, since we need
additional information for this.

The section “Player Statistics” contains a graphical statistic of
player’s performance. This section automatically contains statistics for all players with a score on this hole.

Each Graphic shows the last 5 scores for each player at the selected hole. The orange line shows the average of all available
scores on this hole for this player.

Contact Data
The section Contact Data displays all available contact data for
the selected course, such as homepage, phone number and
address.
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Course data can contain multiple URLs (e.g. one for the
club’s homepage and another one for the club’s tee time
reservation page) or phone numbers.
You can add additional URLs and phone numbers
in our online course editor at
http://courseeditor.pleasantsoftware.com.
All information in the Contact Data section is active content: Tap
on a phone number to place a call, tap on a URL to open the
respective website in Safari or tap on the address to show its
location in the Maps application.
Changing a course’s name and add notes
It’s possible to change a course’s name locally and to add custom notes to a course on your device.
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To do so, tap on the Edit button in the upper right of the Course
Info view. .

This switches the view into edit mode: A round edit button
(“pen” icon) appears next to the course name. Tap on this button to edit the course name.
Below the Courses section, a new section “Notes” appears. Tap
into the “Add Notes” field to add
notes to the course data on your device.
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Add a player

Tap on the “+” button to add a new player.
Either tap on “Pick from Contacts” to choose person from the
available contacts on your device or tap on “... or enter name” to
type a name manually.
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When you pick a person from contacts the “eMail” information
is automatically filled when an eMail address is available in the
persons contacts.
If not, or if you like to change the eMail address, tap on the
“eMail” row.
This eMail address is used to automatically add this person to
the list of recipients when you send a scorecard of a round and
this person was in the flight.
Tap on the “Home Club” row to choose a club from the imported
courses. The home club is used in the Player Statistics.
Tap on “Membership #” to enter the membership number of this
person. This might be this person’s membership number in your
national golf association or something like this. This data is used
© 2014 Pleasant Software
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only for informational purposes. If entered, the membership
number is automatically displayed below this person’s name in
the Player List view and on scorecards.
As soon as you’ve picked a person from contacts or entered a
name manually, the “New Player” view adds several new sections for additional data:

Tap on “Handicap Index” to enter the player’s handicap.
To connect the player’s data to an existing account at
USHandicap.com, switch the USHandicap.com option on.
Tap on “Default Tee” to set a default tee color for this player.
When adding this player to a flight later, Birdie tries to choose
this tee color automatically.
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Finally, tap on the “Save” button to save the new player.

Reordering Players
By default, the players are
ordered alphabetically.
You can manually reorder
the players by tapping on
the “Edit” button and then
dragging the rows into the
desired order.

Delete Players

To delete a player, tap on the “Edit” button. Then tap on the red
“minus” button on the left side of the player’s name. Finally confirm the procedure by tapping onto the “Delete” button.
You can also delete players by swiping horizontally over a player’s name in the Players list. Then confirm the deletion by tapping the “Delete” button.
Deleting a player doesn’t affect already played rounds.

Editing Players

To edit a player’s data, e.g. change the name, handicap index or
default tee color, tap on the player’s name in the Players table.

Player Statistics

The last element in the Player Info view is the “Statistics” element. It shows the number of rounds currently analyzed in the
player’s statistics.
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Finished rounds, i.e. rounds with scores counted for all
holes, are automatically included in the Player Statistics.
There’s a “Use in Statistics” switch on each round’s
“Round Settings” view. Use this switch to manually
exclude rounds from the Player Statistics or to include
partially played rounds. See section “Round Settings” for
more information.
Tap on “Statistics” to open the current player’s statistics view.
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Time frames
The display showing “All” below the player’s name indicates the
current time frame of the displayed statistics. There are 4 possible time frames:
All
Include all available rounds (marked with “Use in statistics”).
Last 3 Months
Include all rounds played within the last 3 months (and also
marked with “Use in statistics”).
This year
Include all rounds played within the current year (and also
marked with “Use in statistics”).
© 2014 Pleasant Software
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Last year
Include all rounds played within the last year (and also marked
with “Use in statistics”).
Tap on the time frame display to cycle through the different time
frames. Alternatively you can also swipe left or right over the
time frame to switch back and forth between the time frames.

Strokes by Course

The table “Strokes by Course” lists all rounds ordered by the
course they are played on. Birdie lists different course variants
of the same course as separate rows (e.g. “Full 18” variant is
listed separately from the “Front 9” variant of the same course).
The table displays the total number of played rounds, the min,
max and average score and the average score over par for
each course variant. It also displays the date and name of the
best round on the variant.
Tap on one of the course variant names in this table to filter all
following data for the tapped variant. To reset a course variant
filter, tap on “Show All Courses” next to the “Strokes by Course”
title of the table.
If values in the statistics are inside curved brackets, this
means that the respective value contains incomplete
data. E.g. a Max Score value of “(130)” means, that the
calculated score contains unfinished holes.
Strokes by Par
This table shows the number of strokes, the player needed.
For example, the row “Par 3” shows the min, max and average
number of strokes, the player needed on all Par 3 holes. It also
displays the total number of accounted holes and the date and
name of the best performance.
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Tee Shot Statistics
This table lists the min, max and average tee shot distance ordered by the club, used for the tee shot.
Fairway Hits
This table lists the accuracy of all tee shots ordered by the club,
used for the tee shot. There are absolute and percent values for
“Centered”, “Left” and “Right”.
Putts
This table lists the min, max and average number of putts
needed.
It also lists the min, max and average 1st putt length over all
putts as well as ordered by the number of putts needed.
GIR Statistics
This table lists all Green in Regulations, including the percentage against all accounted holes. In addition to that “Putts per
GIR” lists the average putts per hole played with GIR.
Analytic Rounds
This table is only available if the Analytic Round feature is unlocked (optional In-App-Purchase).
It displays the detailed analytic round statistic values, ordered
by course variant. If the Player Statistics are filtered to a specific
course variant, the table displays the separate analytic rounds
on the filtered course variant, ordered by date.
The table contains columns for the following statistical values:
Tee shot
percentage of fairway hits
GIR
ratio of GIRs
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Approach
average strokes needed for finishing a hole, starting 40m / 40
yrd from the green.
Chip
average strokes needed for finishing a hole, starting with a chip
(inside 40m/yrd radius from green)
Pitch
average strokes needed for finishing a hole, starting with a pitch
(inside 40m/yrd radius from green)
Bunker
average strokes needed for finishing a hole, starting with a
green bunker stroke
Texas Wedge
average strokes needed for finishing a hole, starting with a texas wedge stroke (Putter outside the green)
Putts
(average) putts
Penalty Strokes
(average) penalty strokes
Score
(average) score
Some columns might contain average values (in case the statistics aren’t filtered and in all “Total” rows) or absolute values
(in case the statistics are filtered and the rows show separate
rounds).
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Please note, that there are two different calculation
methods for analytic rounds:
Traditional
The values are calculation traditionally.
AGAPS
The values are calculated with additional restrictions
and rules in place. Please see “AGAPS rounds” for more
information on these rules. See “Scorecard Settings” for
more information on how to switch the analytic round
mode.
Sharing Player Statistics
To share Player Statistics, tap on the Share button in the upper
right.

This opens an Action Sheet with the following options:
e-Mail
This creates a new e-mail, containing the current Player
Statistics (with all current filters and time frames in place). Just
enter one or more recipients and tap “Send”.
Print
This option prints the current Player Statistics (with all current
filters and time frames in place) on any compatible, AirPrint
enabled, printer.
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The Rounds view displays all previously entered rounds. The
List shows the name of the round, the date and duration of the
round and the number of golfers in the flight. In addition to that,
Birdie also shows a short summary of the game results for each
player in the flight (gross score and stableford points).
The default name of a round is the name of the played course.
The round name can be changed to an arbitrary name in the
round settings.
The duration of the round is automatically calculated from the
time the round was created and the time the last hole’s results
were entered. For unfinished rounds or when you like to adjust
a round’s duration manually (e.g. to compensate for a longer
© 2014 Pleasant Software
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break during the round), it’s possible to change a round’s duration in the round settings.
Rounds from previous seasons are automatically organized in
season folders. Tap on a season folder to show its contents.

Creating a new round

To create a new round, tap on the “+” button in the upper right
corner of this view.
It’s also possible to create a new round by tapping onto a
course variant in the Course Info view on the Courses tab. See
section “Course Info”.

Birdie then shows a list of all imported courses on the device.
In case the played course isn’t imported yet (and you don’t
have a chance to import the course on the Courses view (e.g.
because you don’t have an internet connection at the moment
or the course isn’t in the Birdie course database yet), you can
always choose to create an “On-The-Go” round. Please see the
“On-The-Go Rounds” section below for additional information.
© 2014 Pleasant Software
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After choosing an existing course, Birdie might display a list of
available course variants for this course (e.g. “Full 18”, “Font 9”,
“Back 9” or several course combinations on 27 hole courses).

Choose the variant you’d like to play.
If the course data contains only one course variant, Birdie automatically skips this step.
Finally, Birdie displays a list of all players available on your device. Tap on a player’s name to add him or her to the flight.
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It’s possible to add up to four players to a flight.
It’s also possible to enter a new player to the players list (and to
the flight) by tapping onto “Create a new player”.
When adding a player to the flight, Birdie automatically chooses
the player’s preferred tee color (if available) and calculates the
players course handicap.
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It’s possible to manually change a player’s handicap or played
tee color by tapping on the blue arrow button next to the player’s name.
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This opens the view “Temp. Changes” for this player:

Please note that all changes in this view will be only temporary
for this round. If you’d like to make permanent changes to a
player’s settings, please switch to the “Player” tab and enter the
changes there (see section “Players”).
In addition to simply changing the played tee color or the player’s handicap index, it’s also possible to disable Birdie’s automated handicap calculation in this view.
Birdie normally calculates a player’s course handicap (i.e.
the additional strokes a player gets) automatically, based on
the player’s handicap index and the played course’s course
© 2014 Pleasant Software
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rating. The formula for this calculation varies, depending on the
course’s location (i.e. country).
When switching “Automatic Handicap” off, Birdie adds an additional row with the calculated Course Handicap to the view.
By tapping onto this entry, you’re able to manually change the
player’s course handicap.

When finished with selecting the players, tap on the “Done” button in the upper right.
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This opens an action sheet with options for different modes to
start the round.

Start Round
This starts the round in standard counting mode. In this mode
you’re either able to simply enter the strokes each player needs
for each hole or optionally enter extended data for each player,
such as putts, fairway hit, drive length and more.
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This option is available for 1-4 players in the flight.
Analytic Round
This starts the round in analytic mode. This mode allows you to
enter extensive data on each and every stroke during a round.
For each stroke, you’re able to enter data like the used club,
stroke distance, stroke type and more. All this data is used to
provide an extended scorecard with additional statistics and
analytical data.
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This mode is only available when the flight contains exactly 1
player.
Analytic Round mode is an optional feature, available as an InApp-Purchase in Birdie.
On-The-Go Rounds
In case a course isn’t imported yet (and you don’t have a
chance to import the course on the Courses view (e.g. because
you don’t have an internet connection at the moment or the
course isn’t in the Birdie course database yet), you can choose
to create an “On-The-Go” round.
Enter a course name and the number of holes in the following
view.
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After tapping “Done”, Birdie let you choose up to four players for
the flight and then start the round in normal or practice mode.
During the round, you want to enter the par and HCP for each
hole you play. Thus, Birdie shows you a special “On-The-Go”
info view for each hole.
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Set the Par and HCP and switch to the counter view by tapping
on the Counter View button in the toolbar:

On-The-Go Templates
Another way to start an On-The-Go round is to choose a previously played On-The-Go round as template for a new round.
That way Birdie already knows the Par and HCP values for all
holes and switches automatically to the counter view.
To start an On-The-Go round from a template, tap on the “i” button (blue arrow button in iOS6) next to “On-The-Go” in the “New
© 2014 Pleasant Software
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Round” view. This shows a list of all previously played On-TheGo rounds.

Choose one of the rounds to start a new On-The-Go round,
based on the chosen round.
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Common features during
a round
Four different views

The view switch in the toolbar at the lower end of the screen
allows you to switch to different views of the current hole.

The default view is the Counter View which allows you to enter
the strokes for all players in the flight, additional information
like putts and fairway hits for rounds in Practice mode or detailed information on each stroke in Analytic mode. Please see
the sections “Normal Rounds” and “Analytic Rounds” for more
information.
The Hole Information View
Tap the “i” button to switch to the Hole Information View.

The hole information view is the same as described in the section “Courses”. It displays general information of the hole, such
as Par and HCP and Distances for the available tee colors.
If available in the course data, a hole description text is
displayed.
In the section “Player Statistics” a graph for each player in the
flight is displayed, showing the performance of each player on
this hole.
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The sections can be collapsed by tapping on the triangle in front
of the section title. The collapsed status of the section is automatically saved.
The GPS Range Finder
Tap on the GPS button to switch to the GPS Range Finder view.

On devices with built-in GPS receiver (i.e. all current iPhones),
you’re able to easily measure the distance to the green (and
other points of interest).
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The distance to the begin and the end of the green is displayed
in the graphical view at the top. The graphical representation
also indicates a significant higher (resp. lower) green (in respect
of your current position).
The table below the graphic shows the current distance to all
available points of interest, such as (again) begin and end of the
green, bunkers, water hazards, and so on. The data depends
on what reference points are available in the current course
data (see also the tip section below).
By tapping on one of the table entries, Birdie switches to a satellite view of the current hole which contains a graphical representation of the tapped distance.
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The dot with the white border marks your current position.
The red line marks the measured distance.
By tapping on one of the indicated points of interest, you can
switch the distance display to the tapped point.
Please note, that the satellite view requires an active
internet connection.
To switch back to the table view, tap the GPS button in the toolbar below.
A basic requirement for the GPS Range Finder is, that
the course data for the played course contains GPS
information on the location of the green (and other points
of interest).
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If no such data is present in the course data, the GPS
Range Finder view will show “Not calibrated” as status

There are two ways to add the required data to the course
data, if no such data is present in the course data:
1. Edit course data in the Online Course Editor
(preferred)
There’s an easy to use way to add GPS Range Finder
data to existing courses in Birdie’s Online Course Editor:
http://courseeditor.pleasantsoftware.com
It provides a user friendly way to mark the location of the
green, the tee boxes and up to 10 other points of interest
(like bunkers or water hazards) in a Google Satellite view
of the course.
There’s a tutorial video available for more information on
how to add GPS Range Finder data in the Online Course
Editor: Adding GPS Data Tutorial Video
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2. Adding GPS Data for the Green inside Birdie
In case the preferred way of adding GPS data to the
course data with help of the Online Course Editor doesn’t
work for you (e.g. because the course isn’t yet visible
in the Google Satellite images), it’s also possible to add
basic GPS data right inside Birdie.
Tap on the “Settings” button in the upper right.

This will start the calibration procedure. Just follow
the instructions on screen, to measure the start (and
optionally end) of the green.
The calibration data is automatically synchronized to the
Birdie database.
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The Map View
The Map View button is only available, when the course data
contains map view information for the course.

If available, the map view shows a graphical map of the hole. If
available, the GPS distance to the green is automatically displayed as an overlay.
To measure other distances, you can simply tap on the map to
drop a pin. By default Birdie measures the distance from the
dropped pin to the center of the green.
You can freely drag either of the pins (the dropped and the second pin on the green) around on the map to measure any arbitrary distance, e.g. the length of a hazard or the distance to any
point of interest like a bunker.
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Remove the pins by double-tapping in a free region on the map.
A big advantage of the map view to the GPS satellite view
is, that it also works without an active internet connection
as well as without GPS receivers.
If you’ve access to course maps of a course and you’d
like to add them to the course data, please contact us via
email (support@pleasantsoftware.com). Due to copyright
reasons we’ll need written consent of the copyright holder
of the maps.
The Counter View
The default view during a round is the counter view.

The Stroke Counter Switch
In normal and practice rounds, the counter view provides a
stroke counter switch for each player in the flight.

Swipe this switch to the right to increase the stroke count by
1 stroke. Swipe it to the left to decrease the stroke count by 1
stroke.
Swipe and hold the switch to continuously increase/decrease
the score. Let the switch go to stop.
When no score is set for a hole / player yet, swiping the switch
to the right automatically sets the counter to “Par”.
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If you want to set the stroke counter to a “Birdie”, first swipe to
the right (setting the counter to “Par”), then swipe to the left (decreasing the counter by 1 stroke, resulting in a Birdie).
To strike out a hole, decrease the counter to zero. The counter
(and the scorecard) then automatically displays an “X” for this
hole.
As a short cut, it’s possible to swipe the switch one time to the
left, if no score is set yet.
The counter switches are able to handle multitouch events:
You can increase/decrease multiple counters on screen simultaneously by using more than one finger on different counter
switches.
You can increase the stroke count of one counter by more than
one stroke by using multiple fingers on one counter switch.
E.g. swipe a switch with two fingers to the right to increase the
counter by 2. Use 3 fingers to increase the counter by 3, and so
on.
Result Info Display

The Round Info Display shows a short overview of the current
round results for each player, directly on the counter view.
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Depending on the round mode, the Round Info display might
appear at different places on screen:

The Round Info Display displays up to 4 values, which are the
first four columns on the scorecard.
This means, you can control which values are displayed in
the Round Info Display by reordering the scorecard columns
and/or by switching scorecard columns on/off (see “Scorecard
Settings” below).
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Please note, that the scorecard columns “CHcp” (Course
Handicap) and “MHcp” (Match Play Handicap) are
ignored in the Round Info Display.
Reading Glasses
Birdie provides a special view, called “Reading Glasses”, which
helps you to view the current results of a player during a round,
without the need to find your reading glasses.
Simply tap an hold your finger on the counter switch of a player.
This opens the Reading Glasses overlay:

The Reading Glasses view shows the total values of the first
four columns on the scorecard as big as possible.
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In addition to that, some basic date of the current hole is displayed at the lower end of the view.
To close the Reading Glasses view, simply lift your finger.
It’s no problem to move your finger when the Reading
Glasses view is open, as long as you don’t lift it.
To see the Reading Glasses view for another player, simply tap
and hold the next player’s counter view.
Switching to the next/previous hole
To switch to the next or previous hole, tap on one of the arrow
buttons in the toolbar at the lower end of the screen.

Alternatively, you can swipe to the left or right in the empty area
below the counter switches.
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To avoid changing holes out of order by mistake, Birdie automatically shows a warning when you try to change any data on
a hole other than the current or the next one. E.g. if you set the
stroke counter on a hole, then switch back to the last hole and
then try to change the stroke counter there, Birdie displays the
following warning:

Your options are:
Allow changes
This simply will allow the changes for this hole.
Don’t warn again
This will allow the changes for this hole and disable the warning
for future changes in this round.
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Cancel
This will abort the change (the stroke counter won’t be
changed).
Leaving a round
To leave the counter view during a round and return to the app’s
main interface, simply tap on the “Clubhouse” button in the upper left.

Search timer
In the unfortunate case a player’s ball is lost in the rough, you
might what to time the 5 minute search time limit until the ball
needs to declared as “Lost ball”.
By tapping onto the “Timer” button in the upper right, you can
open a timer view for this purpose.

Simply set the preferred search time and tap on “Start”.
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The timer then shows the remaining search time. If the ball is
found, simply tap on the “Stop” button to abort the timer.
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It’s no problem to leave the timer view or even the app during
the timer is running. The alarm is played automatically as soon
as the timer reaches the set time anyway.

Scorecard
It’s possible to open a scorecard view at any moment during a
round. Simply tap on the “Scorecard” button in the upper right.

This opens a new view, containing a scorecard with the current
round results.
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Rotate your device to landscape to view the scorecard in
fullscreen landscape mode.
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You can zoom into the scorecard with the standard pinch gesture. By double tapping onto a player’s name in the header
section of the scorecard, the scorecard automatically zooms to
the correct size to display the player’s columns on the full width
of the screen. Double tap again to zoom back to “all”.
Sharing a Scorecard
To share a Scorecard, tap on the “Share” button in the upper
left.

There are several options to share scorecards:
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Mail
Choose “Mail” to send a Scorecard via e-Mail.
In Analytic Rounds, in addition the the scorecard, Birdie attaches a KML file with the position data of all strokes (e.g. for viewing in GoogleEarth) and a text file with a detailed protocol of all
strokes.
Facebook
Tap “Facebook” to post a scorecard on your Facebook wall.
Twitter
Tap “Twitter” to post a scorecard on your Twitter stream.
Print
You can print a scorecard directly from within Birdie on any
AirPrint compatible printer.
CSV
The CSV option let you send an email with the round results in
standardized CSV file format. You can open such CSV files in
3rd party applications like Numbers or Excel in order to process
your scorecard data.
After tapping on “CSV”, Birdie gives you the option to generate
the CSV data with exactly the same columns as shown in the
scorecard or with all available columns, i.e. also the columns
that are currently switched off in the Scorecard settings (see
“Scorecard Settings” below).
Scorecard Settings
You can fully customize the scorecard in the Scorecard Settings
view. This includes which columns are displayed as well as the
order of the columns.
To open the Scorecard Settings, tap on the “Settings” button in
the upper left.
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Simply switch the columns you’d like to see on the scorecard on
or off.

Please note, that Birdie automatically hides columns on
the scorecard which don’t contain any data.
To change the order of the columns, tap on a drag icon on the
right and drag the rows in the desired order.
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The order of columns might also effect the result info
display on the counter view.
The Scorecard Columns
Gross Score - Sco
Displays the Gross Score for each hole, e.g. “5” for “5 strokes”
Gross Score (Relative) - Sco
Displays the relative Gross Score for each hole, e.g. “E” for
“Even”, “+1” for “one over”, etc.
Adjusted Gross Score (ESC) - AGS
Displays the adjusted gross score, which is used for calculating
a players handicap index according to USGA rules. Adjusted
gross score is a golfer’s stroke total for a round after accounting for the maximum per-hole scores allowed by the USGA’s
“Equitable Stroke Control (ESC) guidelines”.
Course Handicap - CHcp
Displays the number of additional strokes, the player gets due
to his/her handicap index and the course rating. This value is
used to calculate the Net-Score and Stableford results.
Brutto Stableford Points - Brut
The Brutto Stableford Points are the player’s Stableford points
without taking account of the player’s course handicap. A player
get’s 2 Brutto Stableford points, when playing a hole Par, 1 point
for a bogey and 0 points for double-bogeys and worse, 3 points
for a birdie, 4 for an eagle and so on.
Net Score - Net
Displays the score by taking account of the player’s course
handicap.
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Netto Stableford Points - Stb
The Netto Stableford Points are the player’s Stableford points,
taking account the player’s course handicap.
Match Play Handicap - MHcp
Displays the number of additional strokes, the player gets due
to his/her handicap index in order to win a hole during a match
play. The course handicap for match play is calculated different as the normal course handicap. The exact method for this
calculation depends on local rules and tradition. You can select several methods to calculate the Match Play Handicap in
Birdie’s system settings (see section “System Settings”).
The Match Play Handicap is always calculated and displayed
relative to the best player, i.e. the player with the best handicap
index.
Won Holes - Won
Displays the win of a hole during match play. The calculation of
a hole win is based on the Match Play Handicap (see above),
not the Course Handicap of the players.
There is no special Match Play mode in Birdie. To show
Match Play results, simply switch on the “Won” column.
This is also possible after starting a round (or even
after finishing it). Changing the Match Play Handicap
calculation method in Birdie’s system settings (see above)
is also possible later.
Par Event - PE
Displays the score by calculating the results according to “Par
Event” rules (used mostly in Australia).
The following columns are only available in Practice Rounds
and Analytic Rounds. These columns show the respective
data as entered in the counter view. Some of these columns
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calculate additional statistical data in their respective “Total”
rows (such as average values):
Drive Length - Drv
Club used for drive - Club
Fairway Hit - Fwy
Putts - Putts
Approach Notes - Apr
Penalty Strokes - PS
1st Putt Length - 1stP
Green In Regulation - GIR
A Green in Regulation means, that the Green is reached 2
strokes under Par. GIRs are calculated automatically in Practice
and Analytics Rounds.
G = GIR, UG = Under GIR
Sand and Save
There are several different definitions of “Sand and Save”. It’s
the player’s responsibility to decide when to set the respective
switch on the Practice round counter view to “Sand Save”.
On the PGA Tour, the statistical category called “sand save
percentage” refers to getting up-and-down out of a green-side
bunker. Score doesn’t matter.
Up and Down - U&D
The golf term “up and down” refers to the act of taking just two
strokes to get the ball into the hole when your ball is resting off
the green or in a green-side bunker. If you accomplish that and
your score is par or better, then you’ve achieved an “up and
down.”
Additional Information
At the end of the Scorecard Settings table, a section of additional settings is displayed.
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Use these switches to configure if additional information is displayed below the scorecard, such as “Last Results” or “Round
Statistics”.
AGAPS Analysis
This setting is only available in analytic rounds (optional feature). If this switch is set to “Off”, the analytic round statistics (on
the scorecard and in the player statistics) are calculated with a
traditional rule set.
If this switch is set to “On”, the analytic round statistics are calculated with additional rules and restrictions.
Please see “Analytic rounds” for more information.
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When choosing the “Start Round” option when creating a new
round, Birdie displays a stroke counter for each player to quickly
enter the score for up to four players in the flight. In addition to
that, you have always the option to enter more detailed data for
one or more players during a round, such as putts, fairway hits
and so on.

Just enter the score for each player with the stroke switch (see
section “The Stroke Switch” in the previous chapter).
If you like to see the extended Practice Round view for one
of the players, tap on the blue “…” button next to the players
counter switch.
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This unfolds the extended counter view for this player.

When creating a round with only one player in the flight,
Birdie always switches to the extended version of the
counter view:
To fold the extended counter view back, tap on the “Show all”
button in the upper left or switch to the next hole.
This enables you to count one or more players in the flight with
the extended Practice Mode data, while counting the others
simply with the total number of strokes as if it would be a normal
round.
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Extended Round Data

The extended round counter view enables you to enter the following data.
Tee Shot Section
Fairway hit

Tap on this control to set the Fairway Hit value. Drag your finger
to the left or right of the control in order to set “Left Rough” or
“Right Rough”. Drop the ball in the center of the control to set
the Fairway Hit value to “Center”.
To remove the ball from the Fairway Hit control, tap on the ball
and drag it outside of the control.
Used Club
Tap on the Used Club button to set the club you used for the tee
shot. If a club is already set, it is shown above the button.
Drive Length

There are three ways to enter the length of your drive:
Manual
Tap on the text field to manually enter your drive length, then
tap on “OK” to confirm the entered length.
Hole Map
If the course data contains hole map graphics, you can use the
hole map to enter the drive length.
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In case the course data contains hole map graphics, the toolbar
contains a button to switch the view to the hole map:

Tap on this button, then tap on the map graphic to drop a pin
and drag it to the tee you’ve played from.
Then drag the other pin (which is set to the middle of the green
by default) to the position of your ball. The distance of your
drive is displayed in the middle of the red line:

Finally, tap on the distance to copy it to the drive length field on
the counter view.
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GPS
The third way to set the drive length is by GPS.
If the course data contains GPS positions (including the tee
boxes), Birdie automatically use this information to measure the
drive distance.
Tap on the GPS button next to the drive length text field.

The GPS button will change its color to indicate the quality of
the measurement:
Red
The accuracy of the GPS signal is unusable
Yellow
The accuracy of the GPS signal is bad, but usable
Green
The accuracy of the GPS signal is good.
In addition to the color, the current accuracy is also displayed
numerically below the drive length text field.

Just walk to your ball, then tap on the GPS button again to confirm the GPS measurement.
In case the course data contains no GPS position data of the
tee boxes, you want to start the GPS measurement right at the
tee box.
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Tap on the GPS button to start the measurement procedure.
The drive length text field displays “-”, which indicates, that no
tee box position was found in the course data.

As soon as the GPS button color changes to green (or at least
yellow), tap the GPS button again to set the start position of the
measurement (i.e. the tee position).
Then walk to your ball. The drive length text field will show the
measured distance from your start position in realtime.
Finally, when you reached the ball, tap on the GPS button for a
third time to confirm the final measurement.
Approach
The approach section contains two controls.
Sand & Save

Switch this control to the “Sand” position when the ball ends up
in a green bunker.
When scoring a “Sand & Save” (aka. “Sandie”) afterwards,
move the switch on the “Sand Save” position.
Depending on who’s using the term, a “sandie” can mean making par on a hole in which you were in a bunker, or getting out
of a bunker and into the hole in two strokes (i.e. getting up-anddown from the sand).
On the PGA Tour, the statistical category called “sand save
percentage” refers to getting up-and-down out of a green-side
bunker. Score doesn’t matter. It could be for a 9, but if a player
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is in a green-side bunker, then gets out and into the hole in two
strokes (up-and-down), it’s a sandie.
Approach Notes
This text field can be used for arbitrary text notes on the
approach.
Usually this field is used to enter the type of approach (e.g. “C”
for chip, “P” for pitch, “B” for “bunker stroke” and so on).
However, the entered text is not analyzed in any way, it will be
simply displayed in the “Approach” column on scorecards.
In order to analyze the approach type, please use the Analytic
Round mode (see below).
Putts / Penalty Strokes
1st Putt
Use this text field to enter the length of the 1st putt.
Putts/Penalty Strokes switch
The counter switch below this control is used for both, number
of putts and number of penalty strokes.
Switch to Putts and drag the counter switch to the right or to the
left to increase/decrease the putt counter.

Birdie automatically calculates GIR from the current stroke
counter and putts counter values.
Switch to Penalty Strokes and drag the counter switch to the
right or to the left to increase/decrease the number of penalty
strokes.
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The Analytic Round mode allows you to enter extensive data on
each and every stroke during a round. For each stroke, you’re
able to enter data like the used club, stroke distance, stroke
type and more. All this data is used to provide an extended
scorecard with additional statistics and analytical data.
This mode is only available when the flight contains exactly 1
player.

Unlocking Analytic Round mode

Analytic Round mode is an optional feature, available as an InApp-Purchase in Birdie.
The first time you try to start a round in Analytic Round mode, a
special screen is displayed, allowing you to unlock this feature
by purchasing it as In-App-Purchase.
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Tap on the “Play” button to view a short introduction video of the
Analytic Round mode. This video is also available through the
Help tab (see Section “Help”).
To unlock Analytic Round mode, tap on the “Unlock” button at
the lower end of the screen. Follow the instructions on screen,
enter your App Store credentials and confirm the purchase.
If you already bought the Analytic Round mode before
on another device, you can easily restore this purchase
by scrolling the buy screen all the way down and tap the
“Restore In App Purchases” button.
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The Analytic Round Counter View

Although all other views (hole information, GPS Range finder,
hole map) are the same, the main counter view differs a great
deal from the other round modes.
Instead of a counter switch for the strokes and additional fields
for the extended information, the counter view in Analytic
Rounds is composed around a table view in the top, listing each
stroke separately. Three buttons below the table allow adding
strokes (tee shots and approach), putts and penalty strokes.

Adding a stroke

When adding a stroke, it’s your decision how much additional
information you enter. It’s fine to just add the strokes but no
additional information at all.
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However, the more detailed information you enter, the richer
and more detailed the scorecard and the analytic data and statistics will be.
When you tap on the “+
Stroke” button for the first
time, Birdie automatically
assumes a tee shot.
If the stroke table already contains a tee shot, Birdie
automatically adds an approach shot.
After a short delay, Birdie automatically switches to the detail
view for the added stroke. You can avoid the automatic view
change by adding more strokes during the short delay. That way
it’s possible to add multiple strokes in a row, without entering
any extended data.
You can always switch to the detail view manually by taping on
a stroke in the counter view.
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Stroke Details

The display at the top of the stroke details view shows the type
of stroke.
You can change the stroke type by tapping onto the display.
Alternatively you can swipe on the display to the left or right, to
cycle through the different stroke types.
There are 4 different types:
Tee Shot
The stroke details for tee shots contain 3 sections:
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Selected Club
Tap on the club button to select the club you used for the tee
shot.

The club selector automatically remembers the last
selected club (per stroke type). I.e. when you tap on
the club button in the next tee shot’s detail view, the last
selected club will be automatically selected.
Landing Area
The control for setting the fairway hit (“center”, “left rough”, “right
rough”, “no”) is the same as in Practice Rounds.
Tap on the control to drop a ball, then drag the ball to the left,
center or right position. To remove the ball, drag it outside of the
control.
You should set the fairway hit to “Center” only if, the ball
lands on the fairway and the stroke distance is at least
90% of the nominal distance of the used club.

If your tee shot was out of bounds, switch the “Out of Bounds”
switch to “YES”. This automatically resets the fairway hit control
to “no” (empty) and adds a “Out of Bounds” penalty stroke to the
stroke list.
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If you enter GPS positions for your strokes, it’s
recommended to measure the distance of the tee shot
anyway, but at the drop position of the ball. That way, the
graph in the satellite view looks much nicer and is more
accurate.
Distance
It’s possible to enter the distance manually by tapping into the
text field.
However, it’s recommended to measure the distance with the
GPS receiver in your iPhone. This not only is more accurate, it
also marks the location of the ball for later distance measurements and enables Birdie to generate a satellite view of your
round.
Tap on the GPS button to start the measurement.

The GPS button will change its color to indicate the quality of
the measurement:
Red
The accuracy of the GPS signal is unusable
Yellow
The accuracy of the GPS signal is bad, but usable
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In case your tee shot landed in a water hazard, switch the
“Water hazard” switch to “YES”. This automatically resets the
fairway hit control to “no” (empty) and adds a “Waterhazard”
penalty stroke to the stroke list.
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Green
The accuracy of the GPS signal is good.
If the course data contains GPS position data of the tee boxes,
you can now directly go to the ball.

Tap on “Done” when you reached the ball’s position (and the
button is green or at least yellow).
If the course data doesn’t contain GPS position data for the
tee boxes, follow the instructions on the screen to start the
measurement.

Go to the tee and tap on the “Start” button (again, try to get
a good accuracy and wait until the button is green or at least
yellow).
Then go to the ball’s location.

Finally tap on “Done” to confirm the measured distance.
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The user experience of Birdie, especially when working
with GPS measurement of stroke distances is much nicer
if the course data contains GPS position data of the
greens, tee boxes and other points of interest.
There’s an easy to use way to add GPS Range Finder
data to existing courses in Birdie’s Online Course Editor:
http://courseeditor.pleasantsoftware.com
It provides a user friendly way to mark the location of the
green, the tee boxes and up to 10 other points of interest
(like bunkers or water hazards) in a Google Satellite view
of the course.
There’s a tutorial video available for more information on
how to add GPS Range Finder data in the Online Course
Editor: Adding GPS Data Tutorial Video
Tap “Save” in the upper right to save the stroke details and to
return to the counter view.
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Approach

The stoke details for approach contain 4 sections:
Type

In case the course data contains GPS position data of the
green, the title of this section automatically displays the GPS
distance from your current position to the begin of green.
In case you are still more than 40m (40yrd) from the green, let
the approach type on it’s default position “>40m”.
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Choose one of the other options only when inside a 40m (40yrd)
radius from the green:
Chip - The approach shot is a chip
Pitch - The approach shot is a pitch
Bunker - The ball lies in a green-side bunker
Putter - Playing with the putter from outside the green (Texas
Wedge)
Selected Club
Tap on the club button to select the club you used for the tee
shot.

The club selector automatically remembers the last
selected club (per approach type).
Landing Area
Switch “On the Green” to “YES” when you reached the green
with this stoke.

The “On the Green” state is automatically set for a stroke
as soon as you add a putt to the counter view.
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Set “Out of Bounds” to “YES” when your approach was out of
bounds. This automatically resets the “On the Green” switch to
“NO” (if necessary) and adds a “Out of Bounds” penalty stroke
to the stroke list.
Set “Water Hazard” to “YES” when your approach landed in
a water hazard. This automatically resets the “On the Green”
switch to “NO” (if necessary) and adds a “Water Hazard” penalty
stroke to the stroke list.
If you enter GPS positions for your strokes, it’s
recommended to measure the distance of the shot
anyway, but at the drop position of the ball. That way, the
graph in the satellite view looks much nicer and is more
accurate.
Distance
The distance field and GPS measurement works the same as
for tee shots (see above).
Please note that Birdie always measures the distance of
a shot from the last measured shot’s position. I.e. if you
leave out one or more shot measurements when playing
a hole, the next measured distance might be longer
as expected. In the worst case the start position of a
measurement might be the position of the tee box.
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Putts
Although its possible to switch any other stroke to the type
“Putt”, putts are usually added by tapping on the “+ Putt” button.

The only value to be entered on the details view of a putt is the
putting distance.
Tap on the text field to enter the distance manually.
Since GPS technology in iOS devices only allows a
maximum accuracy of about ±5 m, it makes currently no
sense to measure putt distance with GPS.
Penalty Strokes
Penalty strokes are usually added by tapping the “+ Penalty”
button on the counter view. Sometimes Penalty Strokes are
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added automatically, e.g. when switching “Out of Bounds” in the
“Landing Area” section of a stroke to “YES”.
The detail view of Penalty Strokes contain a selection of reasons to choose from.

Tap on the one of the reasons and tap the “Save” button to return to the counter view.
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Removing Strokes

There are two ways to remove strokes from the counter view.
1. Tap on the stroke to switch to its Stroke Details view. Then
tap on the “Remove Stroke” button at the lower end of the
screen.

2. Swipe the row with the stroke you’d like to remove from
right to left (or left to right). A “Delete” button appears in the
swiped row. Tap the “Delete” button to confirm.

Scorecards for Analytic Rounds

Scorecards of Analytic Rounds contain an extended statistic
section.
The “Approach” column contains the approach types other than
“>40m” (if entered) and a statistical analysis of the approach in
the Out, In and Totals rows.
Here’s an example of total values in the Approach column:
3.2
C: 2.9
P: 3.0
B: 3.5
T: 2.5
The first value (3.2 in this example) is the average number of
strokes, the player needed to finish the hole after entering the
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40m radius around the greens (i.e. all approach shots from
more than 40m to the green are ignored in this statistic).
The four next values are a break down of the approaches starting with a chip (C), pitch (P), bunker stroke (B) or texas wedge
(T, playing with a putter outside the green).
E.g. when starting the near approach with a chip, the player
needed an average of 2.9 strokes to finish the hole. When starting the near approach with a pitch, an average of 3.0 strokes
were needed and so on.
All this numbers include the first approach shot.
At the very end of the scorecard, an additional “Stroke Distance
Statistics” table is generated:
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It lists the min, max and average distances for each stroke type
and each used club.

AGAPS Analysis

The statistics and sums in Analytic Rounds (like GIR, Fairway
Hits, Putt Average, and so on) are normally calculated the same
way as in Practice Rounds.
However, it’s possible to switch the statistic calculations of
Analytic Rounds to a special mode, called AGAPS. AGAPS was
developed by the German Golf Pro Oliver Heuler.
To switch AGAPS mode on, open the Scorecard Settings view
on the scorecard of an Analytic Round. Tap the Settings button
in the upper left of the scorecard.

Scroll down to the “Additional Information” section of the settings table and switch the “AGAPS Analysis” option to “ON”.
This activates some additional rules in the statistics engine and
also changes some of the notations on the scorecard.
Fairway Hits
The notation of Fairway hits is changed. Instead of “^” for
“Center”, “<” for “Left Rough” and “>” for “Right Rough”, this column now contains “O” for “Fairway missed” or “X” for “Fairway
hit”. In case the first Tee Shot was out of bounds, but the second tee shot was a fairway hit, the column shows “OX” (or “OO”
in case the second tee shot also missed the fairway).
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GIR
GIR calculations are different. A GIR is notated as “X” and
counts 1 point. UnderGIR is notated as “XX” and counts 2
Points. If the green is reached with 2 or more strokes over GIR,
a “-1” is notated (and counted).
Putts
The putt average is only calculated for holes played with GIR
or better. Birdie automatically ignores all other holes. The number of putts is still notated for informational purposes. To mark
ignored values, these informational numbers are notated in
brackets (“(2)”).

Satellite View

It’s possible to visualize the strokes of an Analytic Round in a
satellite view.
To open the satellite view within Birdie, open the scorecard for
an Analytic Round and tap on the Share button in the upper left.

There’s an additional option “Satellite View” for Analytic Rounds.

Tap on “Satellite View” to open the visualization.
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It’s possible to zoom the view in and out with the pinch gesture
or move the view by dragging.
Tap on one of the green markers to open additional information
on the marked shot.
Sending Satellite View to Google Earth
In the Satellite View, tap on the Share button in the upper left.
This opens a new e-Mail with an attached KML-file, containing
the standardized location data.
Enter a recipient and tap on “Send”.
The attached KML file can then be opened on the receiver’s
computer with Geo-Applications like Google Earth.
The same KML-file is also automatically attached to the e-mails
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generated by the “Send Scorecard via e-Mail” function on the
scorecard view.
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To open the Round Settings view, switch to the Rounds tab and
tap on the “i” button (blue arrow button on iOS 6) next to the
round’s name.

Round
General Round data, such as date and time and duration is displayed in the Round section of this view.
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Completed
If the completed switch is set to “ON”, the round’s score data is
protected. In this case, when tapping on a round in the Rounds
view doesn’t open the counter view for this round (which allows
you to edit the scores), but displays directly the scorecard for
this round.
Also, all information in the Round Settings view is read-only
when a round is marked as “completed”. To change any settings, you want to switch Complete to “OFF” first.
A round is automatically set to “Completed” if all holes are finished (i.e. scores entered).
To edit the scores of a completed round, switch the Completed
switch to “OFF”. To protect an incomplete round, switch the
Complete switch to “ON” manually.
Name
The name of a new round is automatically generated by Birdie,
based on the played course name.
To change the generated name, tap on the Name row.
Date
The start date and time are automatically set to the date and
time the round was created.
To change the date and time, tap on the Date row.
Duration
The duration of a round is automatically set to the duration between the creation of the round and the final hole was entered.
To change the duration, e.g. to account for a break, tap on the
Duration row.
CBA
CBA stands for Computed Buffer Adjustment and is part of
the tournament rules of the EGA (European Golf Association).
The CBA replaces the former CSA (Competition Stableford
Adjustment).
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If the round was played in a tournament according to EGA rules
an a CBA value is published for this tournament, set this value
here to get the correct Handicap Preview calculation on the
round’s scorecard.
If the round wasn’t played in a tournament according to EGA
rules, simply ignore it and leave the setting on “0”.
If the round’s start date is before January 1st, 2012, Birdie
automatically switches this control to “CSA”, which was
the predecessor of the CBA.
Use in Statistics
This switch controls if a round is included in the Player
Statistics.
It is automatically set to “ON” for rounds where all holes are
finished.
To include partially played rounds or to exclude rounds from the
Player Statistics, set this switch to “ON”/”OFF” manually.
Players
The Players section shows all players in the round’s flight.

Tap on a player’s name to open the player’s settings view.
That way it’s possible to change the player’s settings for this
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round only. You can, for example, change a player’s handicap
index for a round or switch off automatic handicap calculations
and set an arbitrary number of strokes as the player’s course
handicap.
Unknown players
If a player in a round’s flight isn’t found in the player’s list on
your device (e.g. because you deleted this player from your
players tab or because the round was imported from another
device), a special icon is displayed on the left (see also “Tom” in
the screenshot above).
If you want, you can either assign this player to an existing
player in your player’s list, or you can create a new record in the
player’s list on your device.
That way the round results can be included in the assigned
player’s (or the newly created player’s) Player Statistics.
To assign the player to an existing player on your device, tap on
the player’s name.
In the “Temp. Changes” view, tap on the Player’s name again.

This opens a view where you can either create a new player on
your device or assign an existing player.
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Add a player to an existing round

It’s possible to add one or more players to an already existing
round.
This only works, if the round isn’t set to “Completed” yet.
If it is already completed, manually switch the Completed
switch in the “Round” section to “OFF” first.
Tap on “Add Player” to add a new player to the flight. The following procedure is the same as when creating a new round.
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Removing a player from an existing
round

It’s also possible to remove players from an existing round.
Please note, that already entered scores of a removed player
are lost.
This only works, if the round isn’t set to “Completed” yet.
If it is already completed, manually switch the Completed
switch in the “Round” section to “OFF” first.
To remove a player from the flight, tap on the player’s name. In
the next view, scroll all the way down and tap on the “Remove
from Flight” button.

New in v6.0

You can also remove a player from an existing round by
using the swipe gesture directly on the Players list.

Switching the course variant

If the round is not marked as “completed”, it is possible to switch
the course variant of a rounds.
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Switching to a specific course variant is only possible, if the
variant has at least one hole in common with the original course
variant and if no scored hole would be deleted by the switch (i.e.
it’s not possible to switch to the “Front 9” variant of a course, if
there are already scores in one of the back 9 holes).
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Birdie automatically determine, which course variants are possible and displays a list at the end of the Round Settings view.
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Use the Backup tab to manually backup your Birdie data.
Backups might become handy if your device is lost or defect
and you want to restore the data on a new device.
There are two ways to save and restore backups:

Backup in local network

This function allows you to send a backup file from your iPhone
to a computer in the same local network.
Make sure that both, your computer and your iPhone are
connected to the same local network (WiFi)!
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Tap on “Start backup/restore” in the “Backup in local network
section.
This will cause Birdie to act as a web server in your local network. To connect to this web server, follow the displayed procedure and enter the displayed web address (“http://....”) exactly
as displayed into the address field in a web browser on your
Mac or PC.
To avoid unauthorized access to your data, the web browser on
your computer will then ask for a username and password.
Enter the username “birdie” (without the “) and the password, as
displayed on your iPhone.
Please note, that the web address, as well as the
password are randomly generated each time you activate
this feature.
The web browser on your computer will now show a simple web
page with a backup and a restore section.
To save a backup, simply click on the “Backup” button and save
the downloaded file to a secure place on your computer.
To restore a previously saved backup, click on the “Choose file”
button and choose a backup file, saved on your computer. Then
click on “Restore”.

Backup on Dropbox (preferred)

The preferred way to save a backup is on a (free) Dropbox
account.
When using this function for the first time, tap on “Link Dropbox”
in the “Backup on Dropbox” section.
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This opens a log in view for connecting your Dropbox with
Birdie. If you’ve installed the Dropbox app on your device, the
authorization is automatically handled by the Dropbox app.
After successfully linking your Dropbox account with Birdie,
you’ll have three options in the “Backup on Dropbox” section:
Backup now
This will start the backup process to your Dropbox. Although the
preparation of the backup should finish quite quickly, it might
take a while until the actual backup file is transferred completely to your Dropbox. The duration of the upload depends on the
speed of your internet connection.
The uploading of the data is processed in background.
Birdie saves the backup files in a special folder on your
Dropbox: /Apps/Birdie
As soon as 5 backup files are present in this folder, Birdie
will remove the oldest of these files before writing a new
backup. If you like to preserve a backup file indefinitely,
please move or copy it from the /Apps/Birdie folder to
another location.
Restore from Backup
Tap on “Restore from Backup” to load a previously saved backup from your Dropbox and restore it.
After downloading the backup file, Birdie needs to quit and
relaunch.
Please note, that restoring a backup will replace all
current data in Birdie with the restored backup!
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Use this tab to configure the social network integration in Birdie.
Birdie uses your Facebook and Twitter accounts, configured
in your iPhone’s system settings, to post scorecards and
messages.
See the “Sharing Scorecards” section for instructions how to
post a Scorecard on your Facebook wall or your Twitter stream.
In addition to that, you can configure Birdie to automatically
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prompt you with a Facebook or Twitter dialog when you score a
birdie or finish a round.
The dialog let you edit the text and optionally add a image to the
post.

Finally tap “Post” to post the message or “Cancel” to discard
the post.
To enable the automatic prompting for Facebook or Twitter, simply switch the respective option on the “Social” tab to “On”.
If you’d like to spread the word, tap on the “Tell a friend” on the
“Social” tab.
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This opens an e-mail view with an editable default text to tell
your friends about Birdie.

Simply fill in one or more recipients and tap “Send”.
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Use the “Share Scores” tab to send rounds to another device or
to receive rounds from another device.
The transferred rounds are saved in your Rounds list the same
way as if they would have been entered directly on your device.
This means that these rounds are also included in the player
statistics.
It’s an easy way to share round data with your flight partners or
between multiple devices.
The devices of the sender and the receiver must be connected
to the same local network (WiFi) or both must have enabled
Bluetooth.
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Sending Scores

To send Scores, tap on the “Send Scores” button and choose a
round to send in the following table.
After choosing a round, Birdie starts to search for receivers.

As soon as Birdie discovers receivers, it shows them in a list. To
send the round, simply tap on the name of the receiver.
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Receiving Scores

To receive scores from another device, tap on the “Receive
Scores” button.
Your device can now be discovered by any other device, running Birdie and currently looking for receivers.
As soon as the sender chose to send you a round, Birdie displays a view with some information on the received round.
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The view shows the name of the sender’s device, the name and
date of the received round and a list of all players in the flight.
To save the round on your device, tap on “Save”. To reject the
round, tap on “Discard”.
In order to assign the round results to the correct players’ player
statistics on your device, Birdie needs to know the correct identity of the players in the received round. Since simply matching
player names is not good enough to assign the players in a
received round to already existing players on your device, Birdie
needs your assistance the first time you receive a round from
another device.
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It’s always possible to ignore unknown players in received
rounds. In this case, Birdie will show the results of these
players normally in the received scorecard but it won’t
include these results in any Player Statistics.
To assist Birdie in assigning unknown players, tap on a player’s
name in the “Unknown Players” section.
This displays a table, containing all known players on your
device.

Simply tap on the Player name you want to assign.
If the player doesn’t exist on your device yet, tap on “Create
Player”.
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In addition to this user guide, you find several tutorial videos on
the “Help”-Tab.
Simply tap on one of the titles to play the tutorial video. Please
note, that videos with “(DE)” in the title are currently only available in German.
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The Settings tab contains some extended setting options for
Birdie.

New in v6.0

Info
This section shows the version number of the currently installed
version of Birdie.
Pebble Smartwatch
If you own a Pebble Watch, you can switch on Pebble support
here.
When starting a round on a course, containing GPS data, the
Pebble will show the distance to the green (end, center, begin of
green).
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Use the Pebble Up/Down keys to switch to the next/previous
hole.
This feature also works when the iPhone is put to sleep.
By default, the GPS receiver switches off after 30 seconds to
save battery time. The Pebble then shows „Pause“. Switching
to anther hole or pressing the middle button restarts the GPS
receiver (for another 30 seconds).
The 30 second timeout is configurable by tapping on the “Auto
Pause” enty. The available options are: Off, 30sec, 1min, 5min.

Match Play
This option controls how Birdie calculates the players’ handicap
for match play.
Tap on this entry to see the list of options.
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Scorecard
Count unfinished Holes
Unfinished holes („X“) used to be ignored when calculating the
stroke sum on scorecards (besides setting the score sum in
braces „()“).
With this option switched on, if a unfinished hole is present,
Birdie adds PAR+2 strokes to the score sum (PAR brutto+2
or PAR netto+2, whichever is more). That way, the score sum
represents much more the player’s score when unfinished holes
are present than before.
This option is switched on by default.
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Brutto
The player with the lowest score wins a hole. (No handicap)
Netto (no CR)
The player with the lowest net score wins a hole. The net score
is calculated without the course rating (CR/SR).
Netto (with CR)
Same as “Netto (no CR)”, but the net score is calculated including the course rating (CR/SR).
7/8 Netto (no CR)
3/4 Netto (no CR)
2/3 Netto (no CR)
1/2 Netto (no CR)
3/8 Netto (no CR)
The player with the lowest 7/8 (resp. 3/4, 2/3, 1/2, 3/8) net score
wins a hole. The net score is calculated without the course rating (CR/SR).
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2/3 Netto7/8 Netto (with CR)
3/4 Netto (with CR)
2/3 Netto (with CR)
1/2 Netto (with CR)
3/8 Netto (with CR)
Same as above, but the net score is calculated including the
course rating (CR/SR).
If a round or scorecard is already opened in Birdie, you
want to close and reopen the round after changing the
Match Play setting. Otherwise the effects of the changed
setting aren’t visible.

External Data Services
This section contains options for external data services in
Birdie.
Auto Course Updates
Birdie is able to search for available course updates during
launch. Available course updates are displayed on the Courses
tab. You can switch this feature off with this option. It’s recommended to leave this option on “ON”.
USHandicap.com
When searching for courses, in addition its own course database, Birdie can also search the course database of the
USHandicap.com service. The USHandicap.com course database contains mainly courses in the US.
To switch off the additional search, switch this option to “OFF”.
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Order Lists
It’s possible to configure the month, Birdie uses to split seasons
on the round view.
The default for the northern hemisphere is January, for the
southern hemisphere July.

